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The"PROSECCO"project"aims"to"enlarge"the"community"of"Computational"Creativity"research>
ers,"and"to"facilitate"increased"communication"between"different"areas"and"genres"within"this"
community," though" the" use" of" annual" contact!fora." In" addition," PROSECCO" aims" to" promote"
the"idea"of"creative"software"to"communities"outside"of"computer"science,"which"is"also"facili>
tated" by" the" contact" fora." The" second" contact" forum" of" the" coordination" action" was" " held" in"
Ljubljana,"Slovenia,"from"June"9th"to"13th"2014"inclusive."Our"goals"for"this"event"were"to"en>
gage" with" the" art" world" on" their" terms," by" staging" an" exhibition" of" artworks" by" artists" who"
have"shown"an"interest"in"the"notion"of"computers"being"independently"creative.""To"this"end,"
a"five"day,"public"exhibition"of"screen>based"art,"entitled""You,!Me,!It""was"held"in"the"art"gallery"
of"the"Jožef"Stefan"Institute"in"Ljubljana,"with"local"organization"taken"care"of"by"PROSECCO"
organiser"Nada"Lavrač."
"
The"curator"and"creative"force"behind"the"exhibition"was"Ian"Gouldstone,"an"award"winning"
animator"with"much"experience"of"art"event"management,"who"is"also"undertaking"a"PhD"in"
computational"arts"in"the"Computational"Creativity"research"group"at"Goldsmiths."The"aim"of"
the" exhibition" was" to" raise" philosophical" questions" about" the" nature" of" collaborations" be>
tween" artists" and" machines," in" the" context" of" autonomously" creative" software" raised" by"
PROSECCO"involvement"in"the"event."Seven"artists"were"invited"to"exhibit"work"in"the"gallery,"
and"a"further"five"were"invited"as"distinguished"guests,"to"take"part"in"the"contact"forum."We"
took"the"opportunity"to"co>locate"the"exhibition"with"the"International"Conference"on"Compu>
tational"Creativity"(ICCC),"as"this"is"the"largest"annual"gathering"of"Computational"Creativity"
researchers."As"such,"it"presented"a"unique"venue"for"the"artists"to"meet"and"share"ideas"with"
a"broad"range"of"Computational"Creativity"researchers.""
"
The"contact"forum"consisted"of"a"number"of"events"wrapped"around"the"art"exhibition."Firstly,"
the"exhibition"had"a"public"opening"evening"on"9th"June,"to"which"a"number"of"guests"from"lo>
cal" art" communities," along" with" JSI" dignitaries," both" exhibiting" and" guest" artists," PROSECCO"
advisory" board" members" and" PROSECCO" organisers" were" invited." This" event" was" an" im>
portant"ice>breaker"in"terms"of"starting"the"week>long"discussion"with"artists"and"scientists."
Secondly,"there"was"a"private"viewing"of"the"exhibition"for"ICCC"delegates,"which"also"served"
as"the"conference"reception."This"was"a"particularly"lively"event"at"which"many"discussions"on"
the" nature" of" Computational" Creativity," and" what" that" meant" to" the" individual" artists" were"
started,"and"where"the"conference"delegates"were"able"to"become"acquainted"with"the"artists"
and"their"work."Thirdly,"a"meal"at"a"local"restaurant"for"the"artists,"PROSECCO"organisers"and"
advisory"board"members"and"select"members"of"the"conference"was"used"to"further"the"dis>
cussions" started" previously." These" networking" events" were" supplemented" with" the" facilita>
tion"of"numerous"one>on>one"meetings"between"the"contact"forum"artists,"PROSECCO"organ>
iser"and"advisory"board"members,"and"conference"delegates."
"
At"a"joint"session"with"the"ICCC,"we"held"a"panel"session"on"“Computational"Creativity"and"the"
Arts”,"where"three"rising"stars"in"the"Computational"Creativity"research"world"(Michael"Cook,"
Anna" Jordanous" and" Kaz" Grace)" were" paired" with" three" of" the" artists" (Robert" Seidel," Mitu"
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Khandaker>Kokoris"and" Ed" Key)." The" panel" session" was" chaired" by" PROSECCO" organiser" Si>
mon"Colton,"who"was"in"charge"of"the"contact"forum"in"general."The"discussion"had"much"au>
dience"involvement,"and"covered"a"wide"range"of"topics"from"technology"as"extensions"of"hu>
man"artists"to"emergence"of"behaviours"to"games"publishing."In"addition"to"the"panel"session,"
all" the" artists" were" given" complementary" registration" for" the" ICCC" conference," and" many" of"
them"attended"the"technical"talks."For"the"first"time,"ICCC"general"chair"(PROSECCO"advisory"
board"member"Dan"Ventura)"and"ICCC"programme"chair"(PROSECCO"organiser"Simon"Colton)"
introduced" different" paper" types," including" study" papers" as" philosophical" contributions" and"
cultural"application"papers,"describing"how"Computational"Creativity"systems"are"making"an"
impact" in" wider" cultures." Sessions" where" such" papers" were" presented" further" helped" inte>
grate" the" artists" into" the" conference" as" a" whole." There" was" also" a" “Show" Reel”" of" 12" videos"
produced"by"Computational"Creativity"researchers"shown"on"a"screen"as"part"of"the"exhibition,"
to"compare"and"contrast"with"the"works"by"the"artists."
"
Computational"Creativity"research"has"much"to"offer"art"practitioners,"and"we"hope"that"this"
event"can"start"a"larger"dialogue"with"the"art"world"in"general,"about"the"benefits"and"draw>
backs"of"enabling"software"to"take"more"creative"and"autonomous"roles"in"art"production"and"
promotion." For" this" reason," we" commissioned" material" to" facilitate" this" discussion" after" the"
event:" (i)" a" catalogue" essay" on" the" art" exhibition" by" art" writer" Stella" Sidelli," and" (ii)" a" short"
video"documentary"of"the"exhibition"and"the"dialogue"surrounding"it,"by"well"known"art"doc>
umentary"maker"Laura"Bushell.""In"addition,"Joe"Corneli,"a"member"of"the"Computational"Crea>
tivity" group" at" Goldsmiths" very" kindly" wrote" up" the" entire" discussion" at" the" panel" session.,"
which"was"published"as"a"retrospective"report"in"The"Creativity"Post."Moreover,"Phoenix"Fry,"
a"communications"officer"at"Goldsmiths,"was"employed"in"various"roles,"including"taking"doc>
umentary"photos"of"the"exhibition"and"other"contact"forum"events."
"
The"contact"forum"was"very"successful"in"bringing"together"two"different"communities"to"dis>
cuss"the"common"topic"of"Computational"Creativity."All"the"events"surrounding"it,"and"the"art"
exhibition"itself"were"very"well"received"by"the"artists,"members"of"the"public"and"conference"
delegations,"and"a"number"of"conversations"have"begun"which"are"still"on>going."We"believe"
this"contact"forum"will"be"seen"as"a"milestone"in"the"convergence"of"technologies"and"the"arts,"
specifically"where"true"creative"autonomy"in"machines"for"the"arts"was"first"taken"seriously.""
We"are"currently"collecting"all"the"material"together"at:""
http://ccg.doc.gold.ac.uk/exhibitions/you_me_it"
and"we"will"use"this"site"to"promote"Computational"Creativity"research"in"the"art"world."The"
remainder" of" this" report" consists" of" a" number" of" appended" documents" which" describe" the"
contact"forum"in"more"detail."These"documents"are"as"follows:"
"
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The"curator’s"statement,"along"with"discussion"of"the"work"exhibited"and"a"description"
of"the"exhibiting"and"guest"artists"
The"visitors"hand>out"
The"catalogue"essay"
The"write"up"of"the"discussions"at"the"panel"session"
A"sample"of"screenshots"from"Twitter,"highlighting"social"media"activity"from"the"event"
Details"of,"and"screenshots"from,"the"short"video"documentary"
Sample"of"photographs"from"the"exhibition"
The"original"proposal"for"the""You,!Me,!It!"art"exhibition"
"
"
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Curator’s"Statement""
and"Artists"Details"
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Curator’s statement
The time when machines could only give answers and never ask questions is coming to an
end and giving rise to new creative collaborations between people and machines. This
exhibition of digital artworks by European artists surveys a number of these new
collaborative methods and contemplates the philosophical, artistic and practical questions
that surround existing and future possibilities of machine creativity.
Each of the exhibited works find their own balance of process and spectacle. In each case,
the act of making the final artefact is accomplished by a nonhuman agent, while the
meaning of the work often hides in the complexity that goes into achieving that automated
act.
With artists like Robert Seidel and Gibson / Martelli, there is an emphasis on the spectacle
of a final form where generated computer imagery is displayed in unique realworld spaces.
Conversely, Felicien Goguey and Benjamin Bartholet inherit a digital system’s existing
aesthetic, appropriating tools from indie videogame Minecraft to recreate and remediate
the iconic imagery of 2001: A Space Odyssey. In the work of Nicolai Troshinsky and Ed
Key and David Kanaga, the computer acts as a space itself which an audience can
navigate in realtime. This immersive staging gives the viewer the ability to explore the
nonlinear yet narrative potential of generative art. No two play sessions are the same.
Generative art often takes the simulation of nature as its subject, but it can also give rise to
new singular forms. Tanja Vujinovic’s work explores serialised forms, variations on a
theme that can then be interpreted by an external agent. The computer generates
variations with a set of parameters, allowing the artist to intervene through the sorting,
editing and curation of these serialised works.

The Curator
Ian W. Gouldstone is a BAFTA winning artist and filmmaker, whose work incorporates
games, animation and new media. He is a member of the Goldsmiths Computational
Creativity Group and a founder of the collective Pachinko Pictures.
He graduated from Harvard University with a degree in mathematics before studying
animation at the Royal College of Art, and is now completing his PhD in Arts and
Computational Technology at Goldsmiths. His research explores the nature of looking and
rendering in digital art.
Recent works include Sunshine, an experimental game created for LA Game Space, and
Take a Walk, an interactive music video created for American indietronica band Passion
Pit.

The Work
1) Robert Seidel | Advection | 2013 Robert Seidel | Grapheme | 2013 Robert Seidel | Scrape | 2011
Robert Seidel | Folds | 2011 Robert Seidel | _grau | 2004
This selection of work by German artist and filmmaker Robert Seidel explores the relationship between
the digital and the physical. Seidel’s combination of 3D modelling, sculptural form and projection creates
a sense of materiality and alchemy. The material, technological and biological are all brought to mind by
each work in this selection.
2) MAN A | Gibson/Martelli | 2014
The ongoing project MAN A explores man and his environment, figure and ground, presence and
absence. Using the visual grammar of dazzle camouflage as a marker, Gibson/Martelli create an
augmented reality experience, revealing neotribal figures within an unseen virtual space.
In addition to viewing the work through tablets installed in the gallery, you can also download the app on
to your own iOS or Android device from: www.gibsonmartelli.com/MANA
3) Proteus | Ed Key & David Kanaga | 2013
Challenging the conventions of videogame design and gameworld creation, Proteus presents a
generative virtual world for the user to explore. Key’s visual abstractions work in conversation with the
audio designed by Kanaga, creating a powerful sense of time and place.
4) Jupiter and Beyond the Blocks | Félicien Goguey & Benjamin Bartholet | 2013
Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey exists as a monolith in film culture. Goguey and Bartholet’s
machinima film reimagines the epic finale to the film in modest Minecraft blocks, using a humble game
technology to reimagine a monumental moment in cinema history. This use of a game echoes the
technological themes of the film  how humanity endeavours to push tools beyond their limits.
5) Loop Raccord | Nicholai Troshinsky | 2011
How might actions within discreet moving images connect? Troshinsky’s Loop Raccord collects together
and remixes moving images in the form of a videogame. The player must observe the subtle continuities
at work within a moving image sequence and create the perfect flow, educating the eye to find the nature
of action.
6) 
Oskop | Tanja Vujinovic | 2011
Oskop is a black textile “creature” that mirrors and transforms our presence into a continuous formation
of a dynamic sound sensitive "living" digital organism. The black totem–like object contains a video
camera which emits a signal that is processed in a custommade patch, and the result is displayed in the
space as a realtime audiovisual composition.

Exhibiting Artists in Attendance
Robert Seidel, Germany
Robert Seidel (*1977) began his studies in biology before transferring to the Bauhaus
University Weimar to complete his degree in media design. His projections, installations
and experimental films have been shown in numerous international festivals, as well as at
galleries and museums such as the Royal Museum of Fine Arts Antwerp, ZKM Karlsruhe,
LACMA Los Angeles, Art Center Nabi Seoul, Museum of Image and Sound São Paulo and
MOCA Taipei. His works have been honoured with various prizes, including the
KunstFilmBiennale Cologne Honorary Award and Prize for Best Experimental Film at the
Ottawa International Animation Festival. In his work Seidel is interested in pushing the
boundaries of abstracted beauty through cinematographic approaches, as well as ones
drawn from science. By the organic interplay of various structural, spatial and temporal
concepts, he creates a continuously evolving complexity. Out of this multifaceted
perspective emerges a narrative skeleton, through which viewers connects to the artwork
on an evolutionaryderived and phylogeneticfixated symbolic level. Seidel lives and works
in Berlin and Jena as artist, filmmaker and curator.
Ruth Gibson and Bruno Martelli, UK
Artist Bruno Martelli collaborates with artist & choreographer Ruth Gibson as Gibson /
Martelli. Based in the London the duo see their practice as an investigation into figure and
landscape, simulacra and the sublime. They create installations and performance spaces
using computer games, virtual reality, print and video. Bruno graduated from Central St
Martins, Ruth from University of Kent at Canterbury. Until 2010 they worked together as
igloo  their first collaboration was BAFTA nominated. They exhibit in galleries, theatres
and festivals around the world including The Detroit Institute for Art, the Barbican,
SIGGRAPH, ISEA, The Royal Opera House, Royal Festival Hall & 52nd Venice Biennale.
Bruno occasionally lectures at AA School of Architecture, Slade & Goldsmiths College
while Ruth is Creative Fellow at the Centre for Dance Research at Coventry University's
School of Art & Design. Their work can be found in private and public collections including
Sarah Meltzer Gallery, Rose Goldsen Archive of New Media Art & the British Film
Institute.
Ed Key, UK
Ed Key is a muchlauded independent game developer and artist based in the UK. He is a
veteran of the commercial games industry, with credits dating back to Bullfrog’s
SimCoaster in 2001. In 2008, he left the mainstream studio system to pursue his own
projects, most notably Proteus. This procedurally generated game, exhibited as part of
YOU / ME / IT, was made in collaboration with American musician and artist David
Kanaga. It has won several prizes including the2011 Indiecade Award for Best Audio and
the Most Amazing Indie Game prize at the 2012 A MAZE festival in Berlin. Notably,
Proteus has prompted an industrywide debate on the boundaries between games and
interactive art.

Félicien Goguey, France

Studying for a Master Degree in Media Design at Geneva University of Art and Design
(—HEAD), Félicien uses his multiple skills to create interactive installations, live
performances or connected objects.
After studying web design and web development, he leans towards video and motion
design. Nowadays he explores the creative potential of programming languages and new
technologies while giving preference to opensource tools.
His work is divided between the creation of live visuals for the electronic music scene and
the conception of interactive installations or small applications in which he combines his
passion for design with art of coding.

Nicolai Troshinky, Spain
Nicolai Troshinsky is a Russian artist, filmmaker, and games designer based in Spain. He
studied illustration in Madrid then he assisted intensive courses with Józef Wilkon and
Linda Wolfsgruber in Sármede, Italy. In 2009 he graduated as animation filmmaker in the
French school “La Poudrière”. From 2006 he has been working as a freelance children´s
books illustrator for publishing houses like Kókinos, Tándem Edicions, A buen Paso,
Kalandraka or Anaya. From 2009 to 2011 he taught cinematographic language in the
animation school "Ars Animación" in Madrid. In 2010 he start developing experimental
games.
Troshinky has received great recognition for his work. His short animated film
“Astigmatismo” has won awards at the prestigious Hiroshima International Animation
Festival and Fantoche, while his game “Loop Raccord” has been a finalist for the "Nuovo"
innovation award in the Independent Games Festival, in the IndieCade Festival and in the
A Maze festival in Berlin. It has also been exhibited in the Objeto A gallery in Buenos Aires
and in the digital art center La Gaîté Lyrique in Paris.

Tanja Vujinović, Slovenia
Within her works, Tanja Vujinovic (Tatjana Vujinović Kušej) uses generative digital
techniques, custom electronics, data visualization, sonification and drawing, where she
explores the phenomena of anthropomorphization, randomness, noise and ambivalence
towards new technologies. Her works are made of digital libraries of recycled sound
particles and anthropomorphic shapes, mutating glitches and their trajectories.
Her current body of work incorporates monochromatic, anthropomorphic and zoomorphic
objects, audiovisual installations, public installations, reactive environments and digital
prints. She uses various electronic devices, from old mechanical toys to current
technological devices, which she modifies for new purposes. The ambience that she
creates can be spatial installations comprised of interactive textile objects and audiovisual
stimuli in the physical space of the gallery or the street, or virtual spaces with digitally
created threedimensional objects, or abstract elements, that depend on noise, data
transfer and movements linked to a physical object. She is especially interested in the
constant experimental and research work process oriented towards data mapping and

transfer, following oscillations and trajectories, as well as creating temporary, playful, real
and virtual spaces filled with sound. Apart from its interactive, kinetic and robotic
components Tanja Vujinović’s installations also include haptic elements, oriented towards
the sense of touch.
Since 1997 her audiovisual works, digital prints and installations have been exhibited at
numerous galleries and museums, such as the Strasbourg Museum of Modern and
Contemporary Art, the Museum Kunst Palast in Düsseldorf, the Museum of Contemporary
Art  Denver, Kunsthaus Meran, the Medienturm International Forum in Graz, the
Cornerhouse Gallery in Manchester, the Istanbul Contemporary Art Museum, MMC Kibla
Maribor and Kapelica Gallery in Ljubljana. Her works have been presented at festivals,
such as ISEA2009, The 15th International Symposium on Electronic Art, Ars Electronica
Linz, Kinetica Art Fair in London, the Spor Festival in Arhus, the Zeppelin Sound Art
Festival in Barcelona, FILE  Electronic Language International Festival in Sao Paulo and
FILE RIO in Rio de Janeiro, among others. She has also presented her work at events,
such as the Madrid Abierto in Madrid, Euroscreen21 at various locations, Continental
Breakfast in Maribor, and Nuit Blanche in Paris. She has presented her Internetbased
works as part of the Ctheory Multimedia's NetNoise, the Web Biennial Istanbul, Helium by
Ballongmagasinet and NIFCA, and Sinnlos WebArt.
She graduated from the Faculty of Fine Arts in Belgrade in the year 1999 at the painting
department and has been a guest student at the Kunstakademie in Düsseldorf. She also
holds a Ph.D in Philosophy and Theory of Visual Culture from the Faculty of Humanities
Koper.

Guest Artists
Pippin Barr, Malta
Pippin Barr is an artist, game maker and critic, currently affiliated with the Institute of
Digital Games at the University of Malta, and has taught experimental interaction and
programming for game designers at the IT University of Copenhagen. Barr aims to make
games that break standard gaming rules. “Games that you can’t win, games where you
just have to wait for a long time, games where you win but it’s not satisfying, games
where you’re not very important in the world of the game, and so forth. These games can
be boring if you’re not prepared to embrace a different perspective on things – but if you
are prepared to do so, I think they can be quite interesting experiences.”
Notably, Barr has recently collaborated with Serbian performance artist Marina Abramovic
on a series of artworks that simulate the famous Marina Abramovic Institute.
Mitu KhandakerKokoris, UK
Mitu KhandakerKokoris is an independent game developer and videogames PhD
researcher at University of Portsmouth, UK. Her onewoman studio, The Tiniest Shark,
was named one of Develop's Top 100 Hottest UK Studios 2013, and, more recently, Mitu
was honoured to be named a BAFTA Breakthrough Brit 2013. Her most recent game
called Redshirt is a satirical scifi social networking simulator.
Mitu often speaks on game development, entrepreneurship, games culture, and diversity
issues, and os on the Advocacy Committee for the Game Developer's Conference. She is
also a STEM/Video Games Ambassador. Most recently, Mitu delivered a keynote at the
Global Game Jame 2015 on creativity.

George KhandakerKokoris, UK
GeorgeKhandakerKokoris is a senior game designer and writer living and working in the
UK. He has worked with several games companies including Microsoft Game Studios,
Rare Software, and most recently, Failbetter Games. His professional design work
focusses on systems design, particularly how large and small systems interact with one
another.

Bogdan Soban, Slovenia
Biography and artist statement:
“I was born in Vrtojba in Slovenia on 10th December 1949. After graduating from grammar
school in Nova Gorica, I registered at the Faculty of mechanical engineering in Ljubljana
and gained degree in 1974. It was in the faculty preparing my diploma that I came into
contact with a computer and data processing for the first time. It was the time of punched
cards and remote batch terminals. That was a turning point in my life and I entered in the

world of computers leaving forever a field of mechanical engineering. My firs job was in the
domain of information science. In my informational technologies career in several
companies in Slovenia I was engaged in developing and programming commercial and
business applications. Now I am a pensioner and I live and work as a freelance artist in
Vrtojba, close to Nova Gorica.
All those years being in contact with computer programming never disappear from my
mind the crazy idea that a computer can do more than simply data processing. I had in
mention the possibility to simulate the human creativity especially in the area of visual art.
This challenge caused the development of a very interesting project that was my favourite
occupation in my free time from the year 1983. I developed a lot of programs using
generative approach to generate always new and unpredictable pieces of visual art. Each
artwork created using my genetic designed software is an absolute unique item and could
be lost forever if not saved or printed. Often I used to organize exhibitions and live
presentation, to publish articles and papers with the intention to propagate the basic idea
of generative art method.”

“Working for a long time in the area of informatics often I have been thought about the
other possibilities of information technology having in mention the creative abilities of
machine. It was a daring idea until I didn’t begin with experiments developing my own
programs that have created simple images. I started with geometric abstraction using
pragmatic programming approach. Introducing algorithmic concept and Visual Basic
programming language the pictures as the results of autonomous generative process were
much more interesting and perfect from the artistic point of view. My basic concept is not
to interfere with the machine creative process. My author’s creation is program code where
I apply a huge number of mathematical formula and expressions with not to know in
advance neither the type nor the style of the image could be created. The first image
appearance of the new algorithm could be the real surprise or disappointment. After
different adaptation of the code I can improve the final result but all the same all images
created with my programs are absolutely unpredictable and not repeatable. Naturally that
all created images are not good from my personal aesthetic criteria. The selection of the
created images is my second important role in the whole generative approach in digital art.
I believe in the aesthetic abilities of mathematics. More complex formulas are used better
are results. Combining fractal concept with my previous mathematical approach was very
good idea to obtain more complex and harmonised pictures. From my personal point of
view the pure digital art has to be created using proper program code. Using Photoshop or
other graphic software is nearly the same as using colour palette, brush and canvas and
the computer plays the role of the wonderful tool. I agree that could be a silly idea to treat
a computer as a creative partner. It sounds unbelievable but it works. A good question is
now where or when I feel the artist’s emotion as the most important part of human
creativity. I feel it in the magic moment when new image begin to appear on the screen.
The experience is much more intensive in the case of the first run of the new algorithm.”

Teja Krašek, Slovenia
Teja Krašek is a mathematician, writer and artist based in Ljubljana, Slovenia.
Through her work, comprised largely of computergenerated images and
animations, she explores the fractal boundaries between art, science, and
mathematics.
"Art and mathematics blend and swirl. They conjure images and emotions in
unexpected and profound ways  and allow us to transcend space and time."
Her artwork has been exhibited around the world, while her writing on art, science, and
politics has been featured in prominent journals such as Leonardo.
Her basic artistic philosphy agrees with scientist Sven G. Carlson's statement:
“Art and science will eventually be seen to be as closely connected as arms to the body.
Both are vital elements of order and its discovery. The word "art" derives from the
IndoEuropean base "ar", meaning to join or fit together. In this sense, science, in the
attempt to learn how and why things fit, becomes art. And when art is seen as the ability to
do, make, apply or portray in a way that withstands the test of time, its connection with
science becomes more clear.”
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YOU / ME / IT
Jožef Stefan Institute June 9 - June 13 2014
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Advection | 2013
Grapheme | 2013
Scrape | 2011
Folds | 2011
_grau | 2004

This selection of work by German artist and filmmaker Robert
Seidel explores the relationship between the digital and the
physical. Seidel’s combination of 3D modelling, sculptural
form and projection creates a sense of materiality and
alchemy. The material, technological and biological are all
brought to mind by each work in this selection.
2)

MAN A | Gibson/Martelli | 2014

The ongoing project MAN A explores man and his environment, figure and ground, presence and
absence. Using the visual grammar of dazzle camouflage as a marker, Gibson/Martelli create an
augmented reality experience, revealing neo-tribal figures within an unseen virtual space.
In addition to viewing the work through tablets installed in the gallery, you can also download the app
on to your own iOS or Android device from: www.gibsonmartelli.com/MANA
3)

Proteus | Ed Key & David Kanaga | 2013

Challenging the conventions of videogame design and gameworld creation, Proteus presents a
generative virtual world for the user to explore. Key’s visual abstractions work in conversation with
the audio designed by Kanaga, creating a powerful sense of time and place.
4)

Jupiter and Beyond the Blocks | Félicien Goguey & Benjamin Bartholet | 2013

Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey exists as a monolith in film culture. Goguey and Bartholet’s
machinima film reimagines the epic finale to the film in modest Minecraft blocks, using a humble
game technology to reimagine a monumental moment in cinema history. This use of a game echoes
the technological themes of the film -- how humanity endeavours to push tools beyond their limits.
5)

Loop Raccord | Nicholai Troshinsky | 2011

How might actions within discreet moving images connect? Troshinsky’s Loop Raccord collects
together and remixes moving images in the form of a videogame. The player must observe the subtle
continuities at work within a moving image sequence and create the perfect flow, educating the eye
to find the nature of action.
6)

Oskop | Tanja Vujinovic | 2011

Oskop is a black textile “creature” that mirrors and transforms our presence into a continuous
formation of a dynamic sound sensitive "living" digital organism. The black totem–like object contains
a video camera which emits a signal that is processed in a custom-made patch, and the result is
displayed in the space as a real-time audio-visual composition.

You / Me / It has been sponsored as part of a contact forum by the PROSECCO network.
http://www.prosecco-network.eu/

YOU / ME / IT
Jožef Stefan Institute June 9 - June 13 2014

The time when machines could only give answers and never ask questions is coming to an end and
giving rise to new creative collaborations between people and machines. This exhibition of digital
artworks by European artists surveys a number of these new collaborative methods and contemplates
the philosophical, artistic and practical questions that surround existing and future possibilities of
machine creativity.
Each of the exhibited works find their own balance of process and spectacle. In each case, the act of
making the final artefact is accomplished by a non-human agent, while the meaning of the work often
hides in the complexity that goes into achieving that automated act.
With artists like Robert Seidel and Gibson / Martelli, there is an emphasis on the spectacle of a final
form where generated computer imagery is displayed in unique realworld spaces. Conversely, Félicien
Goguey and Benjamin Bartholet inherit a digital system’s existing aesthetic, appropriating tools from
indie videogame Minecraft to recreate and remediate the iconic imagery of 2001: A Space Odyssey. In
the work of Nicolai Troshinsky and Ed Key and David Kanaga, the computer acts as a space itself
which an audience can navigate in realtime. This immersive staging gives the viewer the ability to
explore the nonlinear yet narrative potential of generative art. No two play sessions are the same.
Generative art often takes the simulation of nature as its subject, but it can also give rise to new
singular forms. Tanja Vujinovic’s work explores serialised forms, variations on a theme that can then
be interpreted by an external human or computer agent. She also works with bespoke and sculptural
interfaces to collect and augment data for her works, manipulating the technical and aesthetic
dynamics of physical computing and peripherals.

Participating Artists
Félicien Goguey & Benjamin Bartholet, France
felicien.io
Ed Key & David Kanaga, UK & USA
visitproteus.com
Gibson / Martelli, UK
www.igloo.org.uk
Robert Seidel, Germany
2minds.de
Nicolai Troshinsky, Spain
troshinsky.com
Tanja Vujinovic, Slovenia
ultramono.org

Curation
Ian Gouldstone, UK
iwgouldstone.com

You / Me / It has been sponsored as part of a contact forum by the PROSECCO network.
http://www.prosecco-network.eu/
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Catalogue Essay by Stella Sidelli
YOU / ME / IT1 is an exploration of the role and potential of computational processes on
human inventiveness and creativity.
As we spontaneously adapt to the increasing speed of our technological society, software
emerges as an essential element for the comprehension of our historical and cultural
momentum. Simultaneously, it enhances the inestimable capacity to investigate, create,
perform and realise alternative imaginaries, especially through the work of art.
Within these processes, machines and code have the power to extend the possibilities of
experience housed by the human body, to feed and unravel imagination both on the
perceptive and physical levels. This dynamic involves a tendency towards the cultivation of
new content and significance: we have in fact turned into augmented beings, in a world
that is together real and virtual. From the vantage of these considerations, software
emerges most readily as an artifact of culture.
Undeniably, in these conditions, software processes cannot be considered solely as tools—
as a medium used by artists to produce work or to engage with their public. Instead, they
constitute the real raw material of art’s investigations.
The works on show for YOU / ME / IT explore the tensions between code, cognition,
spatiality, temporality, consciousness and emotion. Here, process-oriented experiences
aim to create a state of active perception as well as construct alternative ways of seeing,
knowing and acting that are continuously in a process of evolution. In other words:
subverting the traditional media use, twisting it, corrupting it— breaking our daily
expectations towards technology and thus generating conscious acts of creativity for new
purposes, YOU / ME / IT acts as a framework for a mutant epistemology.
Processuality is a key mode of interpretation here, its approach and methodology delving
into notions of abstraction and materiality in relation to the operations of thinking and
feeling. In such dynamic conditions, the creative process is expanded by the potentiality of
programming, and becomes a fundamental part of the construction of experience.
The exhibition also traverses genuine modes of collaboration on various levels. These are
revealed in the interaction between artists, materials and the public. Creativity emerges in
this sense as a network of software processes that are not only algorithmical, but which
also entailsemiotic, social, cultural and aesthetic components. Such powerful assemblage
of links, passages and external relations between fields is disclosed amongst other things
by the generative process, perhaps the essence of YOU / ME / IT. The continual relation
between emotion and computation unfolds through the co-dependence of order and chaos,
simplicity and complexity, mechanical and biological. These statuses are intertwined,
transversally connecting data and wetware, presenting the incarnation of executable code
that we may say traces its historicity centuries prior to the age of computers: Pythagorean
aesthetics, like generative art, is founded upon an idea of beauty and aesthetics derived

from mathematical axioms. Additionally, today, machinic stimuli are created to affect the
gaps between emotion and cognition, enhancing a rather precious ability to explore the
potential of non-linearity of the same generative processes. From the golden ratio to the
exhibition space, immersive environments filled with fluxes of abstract data alter the
viewer’s sensory and intersubjective experience.
Computer generated events are a central feature of Tanja Vujinovic’s work: from entropy
to order, she creates transitional environments through temporary fields of noise. Signal is
in fact the very substance she manipulates in her piece “Okosop”: a reactive audio-visual
installation that translates, in real time, the spectator’s movements in the room, who is
observed by a technical toy-object which collects data and modulates this near-magical
experience. The relevance of this work is found in the revelatory process of the perception
of the self— the human entity reflecting on its own agency, not there to occupy the space,
but to harmonically collaborate with it.
The essential role of abstract and digital processes is also a central notion in the works of
Robert Seidel. This occurs within the physical depth of sculpture and the event-work itself:
blurring the boundary between virtuality, film and illustration genres, his projections and
installations draw from personal experience to collective human history and articulate to
the viewer the potential outside to the canonical representation of the dimensions of space
and time. A distorted yet very dynamic film narrative is used by artist Felicien Goguey:
using video games to create a cinematic production, Goguey throws the premises for a very
attractively uncanny journey through a crescendo of colors and voices.
In YOU / ME / IT, the use of computational generativity often carries a special attention to
the gaming component as both methodology for research and aesthetic form to vehiculate
the creative process, providing an innovative experience of art.
Software is today completely embedded in multiple aspects of human existence and can
therefore be considered a powerful cultural object; in the same way gaming constitutes an
important medium within the realms and the patterns of society. Critical videogames are
today effectively designed to stimulate new understanding in relation to the mechanics of
politics, art, collective and individual behaviour; at the same time, for instance, they are
conceived to challenge and augment the perception of inner and surrounding spaces, real
and asynchronous time, sequential and amorphous narrative. The relatively recent
outstanding capacity for audience engagement and the value of similar suggestive
experiences confer gaming a role within which an expansive potential is still waiting to be
fully comprehended. On this note, the game-work on show created by Ed Key & David
Kanaga, “Proteus”, depicts a whole new set of amplified perceptual experiences, impacting
on the the modalities in which people, almost like psychonauts, process the actions of
wandering and exploring visual and sound scapes. Exploiting the playful synesthetic
connections between movement and images is also the substance of the reactive animation
by Nicolai Troshinsky: public domain film clips, educational videos and a touchscreen
devices are used as primal material for playing a game where the controller can work on
his/her own idea of continuum motion, eluding space and bodily limitations. Similarly,
“MANA” by artists Ruth Gibson & Bruno Martelli explores the idea of camouflage within

the potentiality of space modulated by sculptural element, in an already augmented reality,
which is playfully mapped and experienced in real time by the active spectator.
Through such works, YOU / ME / IT offers a richness of cues and experiences reflecting
upon current conditions of potentiality, possibility, co-operation and creativity brought
together by technological and human factors and that are certainly worth exploring.
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Robert: I am an experimental film maker. I’ve started to do video installations bringing
abstract worlds back into reality. “Abstract,” for me, means creating something that
evokes different feelings, but that is not a reproduction of something. I find it
somewhat confusing that 90% of artists are painters, when we have so many other
ways to express ourselves.
Mitu: I am an indie game developer, but also a PhD student. My bestknown game is
“Redshirt”, which is a weird social networking simulation. It’s set up as a tonguein
cheek scifi parody. You play a new arrival in a startreklike space station, where
everyone is obsessed with something called Spacebook. You climb the ladder via
Spacebook. All the agents behave autonomously, and things will ripple out. This is
how I like to think of games, as almost political, even if not overtly. Are games created
entirely by computers a holy grail? I don’t know a lot about computational creativity,
but I find myself a bit sceptical. I like the idea of using things in this field to understand
human creativity. Games can do this too: we can understand ourselves through
games. There’s a quote: “We are the mud that stood up” – maybe computationally
creative systems can say something like that sometime, too.
Kaz: I came to computational creativity from design cognition. I’ve been attempting to
build computational models of the way people do design. My PhD was about “how do
we look at a model of analogy making”. The computer generated analogies and
interpretations, and the research focused on reinterpreting, and the idea of finding
something that wasn’t there at first. So, I’m interested in looking at processes like
interpretation and expectation, which are two slightly different ways of looking at the
idea of evaluation. Expectation is an observercentric thing, that is, expectations come
in part from the mind of the observer. One has consciously developed expectations
that were developed prior to examining the artefact, and now, later, after you’ve
looked at the artefact you think something different. This is moving away from
computational creativity evaluation being about comparing artefacts to other artefacts,
and toward comparing observer responses. So, thinking about the processes of
response – this is not always cognitively inspired but it can potentially go in that
direction.
Anna: I’m a computational creativity researcher. I originally started with musical

creativity and musical improvisation, but about a year into my PhD research I was
looking at ways to evaluate how creative the system was and I needed some
methodology for evaluating this . Inventing a new evaluation methodology is the best
way to either be unpopular or be invited to a panel. Doing the PhD distracted me from
music and I went instead toward thinking mostly about evaluation of the systems that
we were producing, and looking at how creative are we being. And now that that’s
over, I can get back to some of the other ideas! What are some questions to discuss?
To what extent does computational creativity help us understand human creativity? To
what extent should computational creativity help us to understand human creativity?
Ed: I’m an independent game developer. I made Proteus, which was surprisingly on a
screen out there in the atrium. In Proteus, music and landscape are linked; the
landscape is generative and music is created according to a set of precomposed
samples, and is mixable by rules. Proteus is perhaps interesting because it’s not
really a game. Before I worked in it, I was coming from a game development technical
background; and one of the things I became interested in is the idea of creative play
and the player being one of the cocreators. The game is then a packaged version of
“yourself” that is interacting with the player, and new things are being revealed that
you didn’t imagine being revealed at first. So, how about players generating stories for
themselves? The situation in which the player is both audience and performer.
Mike: I’m very interested in collaboration between people “like X” and other people
“like Y.” For example, how can we get researchers interacting with people who are
already making games?
[Simon is fielding questions from the Twitter audience.]
Simon: I won’t ask all of you to answer all of the questions. Are these two opposing
camps?
Kaz: Opposing camps? No, different but not opposing.
Simon: How about your perspectives on humanity? I’ve read most of the papers for
the conference, being the programme chair, and we talk a lot about human painters,
human artists. Using the word humans seems to me to dehumanise people. Are we
really entitled to treat humans as a different species? We talk about “artists do this,
game designers do that” – but actually when people say this, they mean “I’ve done a
little bit like this.” So there is no excuse to say things like this without knowing more
about what people do when they create. So, a little thing that happened last week – a
snippy woman from the US contacted me about one of the works produced by the
Painting Fool, and said to me, “we want to use this piece in our sociology textbook.” It
was a 150K print run, but I said no, because what they were going to do would have
taken this work out of context and used it to get the reader worrying about “being
replaced.” Actually I think this is a very bad word choice. When a new game designer
comes out out they don’t replace an old one. People either move away or form a
collective – it’s all solved amicably. Maybe if software is producing games, etc., there
would be fewer people who make them – but people write this sort kind of thing only
because of the scare factor. Is Arnold Schwarzenegger coming along and replacing
them? Is Picasso saying that we’ll never have a chance to create again? So, I’d ask, if
we achieve our goals, will people really be replaced, or will it enhance the field?
Mitu: I generally subscribe to the “technology as extension of ourselves” view. I see
what we do with computers as an extension of our own creativity. Every time we
create new technology we misunderstand these forces as alien to ourselves.
McLuhan talks about how, actually, it is about extending the things we can do. And I
think this is absolutely fine, if a bit cyborgian. Actually, neither can exist without the

other.
Ed: I’m not sure I know what creativity is anymore, or computational creativity. But I
don’t feel worried. It’s always going to be about creativity.
Simon: Funding agencies are very interested in this stuff. Various members of this
community were in Luxembourg for big discussions on the future of ICT and creativity,
and Tony Veale got up with a passionate speech about what it means to be meta
creative. I had to follow that up with a discussion of generative file types. But meta
creativity is really exciting stuff, you can become a teacher and teach software to be
creative on your part. Artists going from creativity to metacreativity is really a very
different discussion from the idea of building “automated artists.”
Mitu: My game, Redshirt, is about being in a postcapitalist society, but you’re still
trapped in a world of social capital, of schmoozing with people, and so on. So there
are ideas related to this which I tried to express, but there are also procedural, or
emergent, game play things, and this emergent stuff can influence the game. There
are elements that can engage in accidentally sociopathic ways. For example, one
time an an NPC1 dating figure got stolen away by someone else, and their ex started
harassing them to get back again; they ultimately relented and then they were in an
unhappy relationship. Is this something we’d call creativity? I do think it’s fine for
computers to create, or for us to generate through computers – the path of
ANGELINA. And I also like to see games as something that express ideas and human
conflicts. This can coexist.
Simon: You mentioned emergence: are we getting to a point where designers will
only be happy with a game if it surprises its designer?
Mitu: Well, some people have that feeling and some don’t. It’s definitely important to
me. And some people want to make games as a purely personal experience.
Mike: Speaking as a devil’s advocate, I am actually certain that some people will be
replaced. What’s interesting about the people that Ian Gouldstone has invited to
participate in the art exhibit here is that these are people do this as a form of personal,
artistic expression. But in large businesses, if they can replace 500 people or get rid
of James Cameron, they would. In the business world, people will be gotten rid of. At
the same time, many more new ideas will be planted. And people like James
Cameron will find other ways to be creative.
Anna: My brother, who’s a musician, thought I was making a robot that would replace
him. He asked me if I was making terminator yet. I told him, I wasn’t making
terminator – but other people here might be! And what about all of these people
coming out of music college? Rather than being replaced by these new people, he
just goes off and practices more, and gets to know them more. As an end result of
their being more competition, the good players get better.
Ed: Maybe human creatives can become more human through computational
creativity.
Simon: Royal College of Art graduates have something important: humanity. What
we’re beginning to realise with computational poetry, is that we actually want to make
a human connection.
Kaz: If we enable humans and computers to collaborate, we get some artistic genres
that didn’t even exist before. For example, YouTube poop, a new absurdist and
particularly silly form of expression. New things are possible with cocreated systems,

it can be hard to imagine. Michelangelo could not have predicted YouTube!
Audience member: Interesting technology will replace humans to some extent, and it
will make humans unemployed. If you don’t want that to happen to you, the question
to focus on is which part of what you do is the hardest thing to formalise and
computational.
Ed: Consciousness. And we do that without even thinking about it. Also, like Simon
said, making a human connection through a work. If something is created by software,
who or what are you making a connection with through that work? The idea of the
sublime? You are looking at a produced artefact and it is triggering feelings in you –
you bounce yourself off of the artefact.
Simon: We are talking about producing things for other people. But how about getting
software to consume what was produced?
Ed: Well, software that would debug itself automatically would be nice… although
maybe I’m being a bit flippant. But I think it means something for the artefact to have
come from another conscious entity. This doesn’t apply to mountains: still you bounce
off of mountains in a particular way. Maybe computational creativity’s creations will be
more like mountains.
Kaz: So far this discussion is about us as humans reflecting on computationally
created artefacts. Well, what about systems reflecting on their own artefacts? For
example, per Donald Schön’s thinking about, e.g., designers – when you’re being
creative you’re externalising something, or crafting mental imagery, and you create
something related to what you’re thinking about right now, and then you see
something that you didn’t put there intentionally, that that creates a further opportunity
for creative behaviour. It can change your search trajectory. This idea of a catalyst for
transformational creativity is a compelling hard problem that a lot of us could benefit
from thinking about. In order to go one step further, I think we should be talking about
intentionality – in a preprocessing step, although this doesn’t yet get at reflection in
action. Still, changing your intentionality can really be the key thing.
Simon: Haven’t we already done that. For example, with the Painting Fool, we get the
software to do portraits, then it looks at what it made and it says, no I didn’t achieve
my goal – or I did – and then it shows what it means by that. So I am definitely with
you on the reflection process. This could also get us into the topic of computational
lying.
Kaz: I wasn’t talking about going back and pretending the goal was different than it
was. I mean, even outside of the creative process you engage in intentionality,
generative processes, and so on. But I think it needs be coupled with the creative
process.
Robert: I think you’re all forgetting one thing, which is that an artist struggles in real
life, and the idea I have in the beginning of a project is actually something I can never
fulfil. There are many things that can’t be solved. Why do people try to analyse a
result without trying to understand how that particular style was developed? For
example, why do some people choose to paint in watercolor in the first place? A lot of
these comments and questions seem to be coming from a place where everything is
settled.
Simon: The standard thing in AI is the problem solving paradigm, but we’ve been
rebelling against the idea of “solving the problem of writing a sonata.” People paint to
express themselves – or to find out what’s inside themselves.

Audience member: I’d like to say something quite trivial. One place for cooperation
between humans and machine is personalisation and reaction to the specific
individual. This is something that the human normally cannot do on their own, so it
requires an autonomous capability on the part of a creative system. Of course, this
doesn’t apply everywhere. I think personalisation is related to Kaz’s earlier points
about “expectedness”.
Kaz: I think that personalisation is something that we haven’t quite explored yet, and
there are immediate commercial ideas that come to mind, for instance, personalised
advertisements, personalised copywriting on websites, and so on. And other things
that could be possible with a computational system that we don’t have the capacity to
imagine yet.
Ed: Thinking of personalisation, for me as an outsider, the thing that springs to mind
is Google Search autocompletion and filter bubbles. You get results tailored for you
because you have certain online behaviour. And in this way technology helps us
become “more like ourselves,” which I find worrying. It’s not provoking people outside
of their prejudices.
Mike: Google’s not interested in doing that, but once you understand what a person
is, you can understand how to challenge them. Personalisation of ANGELINA games
could happen. But expressing a message is something else again.
Audience member: You have artists creating a variety of artefacts, but the job
doesn’t end there. That’s somehow where things begin. Submitting films to festivals
can be a fulltime job. What do the artists on the panel do to make sure that their
works are looked at in the right way? In my experience working within the games
community, you have to add a lot of theatre around the actual artefact.
Ed: Things like creating trailers and contacting the press, tweeting the screenshots –
maybe an AI agent could be helpful for that. Selfpromotion is something you might
delegate to a robot who is your biggest fan. I quit my job to work full time on Proteus,
but even then 80% of my time was spent doing business stuff, talking to the press,
etc.
Audience member: How do you get people to respect the work that you’ve made?
The artefact needs to be in a place where it will be respected.
Ed: Sharing screenshots early on will help people get excited, it will create a build up
for it. It shows that thing is being formed somewhere.
Mitu: I was lucky to have a publisher who did the marketing and business stuff so that
I could ostensibly get on with development. But I still had to do things to get people
excited about it. Maintaining a game that you’ve created after you’ve released it, for
example. People who play it will have opinions about it and some people will never be
happy with the game. People will offer suggestions about things that they want
changed. So you have to listen to feedback and think about what’s important. That’s a
process that is important. I spent months doing patches and improving certain bits.
There were particular aspects that were triggering for someone. This was important,
but people didn’t understand why I would respond to that. Games are intrinsically
capitalistic products. That is a weird tension that you can’t get rid of.
Ed: That reminds me of point systems, and so on. A lot of reductive games simply
about making a number go up, achievements and so on. But it is possible to subvert
that in interesting ways.

Kaz: A lot, or most, work in indie games tries to rebel against the idea of games as a
Skinner box – this behaviourist reinforcement learning thing, say for rats. Making
games that avert or subvert this — means reacting to and engaging with the creative
community that exists around your artefact. This could be all kinds of things, sharing
your work in beta, making screen shots etc. – and this is the rest of being a creator.
Kyle Jennings and Rob Saunders talk about how the values of creators can be
grounded in communities, and how different people can play roles of thought leaders,
gate keepers, etc. – our computational systems don’t yet engage with the creative
community on anywhere near that level. So this is a whole realm of creativity that is,
as of yet, closed off. But, say, a Twitter bot might start doing something because other
systems are jumping on a bandwagon – I think it’s at that point that we could say that
we have an artistic practice.
Simon: Is there a general consensus that says we can achieve a computational
evaluation of artefacts that works the same way as our own?
Robert: Never, because there are a lot of things that contribute to your personal view
on aesthetics. There are no rules for aesthetics – images won’t fit into all of these
categories.
Simon: With aesthetics it changes quickly, you’re never going to write down a set of
rules – but I can imagine machine learning look at some rules that apply for the next
10 minutes to achieve a very personalised and local evaluation.
Anna: In answer to that question, tomorrow I will talk about some recent results,
where we will attempt to do this exactly, looking at how a community makes aesthetic
judgements about something, in the context of electronic music.
Audience member: Philosophers in the 19th Century, like Kant, have made a
distinction between mathematics and aesthetics, as something subjective. If
computational creativity is going to deal in a satisfactory way with aesthetics, you
have to have the computer be subjective. So, my question is, where is subjectiveness
in your work? Is it even possible?
Kaz: I don’t think we can algorithmically model aesthetics – I think we should
experientially model it! In other words, I think it should be based on experiences of
prior stuff.
Audience member: Your brain is doing both kinds of tasks, logical and aesthetic
tasks. If you are just a neural network… well, why shouldn’t we be able to do that
computationally.
Mike: I have some work on this that wasn’t quite ready to present here, but, yes,
aesthetics are going into ANGELINA – but the only premise I have for the system is
that ANGELINA should be able to defend aesthetic judgements in an argument with
you. ANGELINA might say, I like paintings with a purple pixel. An aesthetic is only
convincing if you can defend it! There are more interesting ones that partition the
space in more interesting ways. These partitions should look like aesthetics, anyway.
Removing randomness and replacing it with subjectivity will happen.
Simon: OK, we’ve got to be wrapping up for now. In 20 minutes there will be 30
minutes of Tony, presenting Robot Comix.

Meta-Discussion
It is possible to reimagine the discussion we’ve just read as a metalogue2, after
Gregory Bateson. It is only necessary to ask: what would be required for a

conversation like this to have taken place between computer programs? Certainly,
natural language is an obstacle, but perhaps there are some suitable work arounds. Is
it possible for computers to talk together in any meaningful way about their
experiences, their achievements, their concerns, and their ambitions? What
assumptions about the nature of dialogue might we have to let go? Simon Colton’s
question, “how about getting software to consume what was produced?” seems
indicative of the primative state of development of the field of computational creativity
at present, but it is a place to start. Already in 1951, Alan Turing suggested that
computers should “be able to converse with each other to sharpen their wits” – and
other fields, including computer Go3 and argumentation have their own dedicated
servers and protocols for exchange. Can computational creativity to move in this
direction?
Many points and ideas raised by discussants in the panel point to potential answers to
the questions listed above. Robert Seidel’s idea of abstract art as a domain that works
with evocative simulacra seems to invite the creation of computational systems that
have “feelings” that can be “evoked.” This potentially outlandishsounding notion was
explored by Marvin Minsky at length in his book The emotion machine , and the ideas
formed the basis of a realized system developed by Minsky’s final PhD student, Push
Singh. Singh’s system, EMONE, featured agents with a certain degree of social
awareness that interacted in a simplified physical simulation to perform a collaborative
task.
Mitu KhandakerKokoris’s Redshirt seems to present another example of the sort of
social protocol that agents could implement in order to communicate and work,
whether individually or collaboratively, towards shared, or competing, goals.
Spacebook doesn’t require complete shared understanding; communication is, rather,
indicative.

There is a very limited range of things through which to assert an NPC’s
personality. Even though I might want a particular NPC to be a really selfish
character who doesn’t care about the others and is a bit mean, if for whatever
reason the player doesn’t interpret a certain status that way … People behave
a certain way but how someone else perceives them is down to their own
personality as well.4

Perhaps a system like this could be the workaround we need until we develop better
computational language capabilities. A potentially bigger obstacle than language is
the “intrinsically capitalistic” – or at least highly individualistic – nature of the
reputation game that is academia.
The ability to “defend aesthetic judgements in an argument” mentioned by Mike Cook
assumes that discussants are operating in a domain with a shared resource gradient,
or some other means by which to judge the value of a given way of partitioning a
space . This fitness landscape may itself evolve, if slowly – “like mountains” to adopt a
turn of phrase from Ed Key. At this level, features like novelty rise to the fore and
value seems to become a secondary concept.
However, even here, following Anna Jordanous’s thinking , the emphasis is no longer
on how we evaluate individual computer systems, but how we evaluate the
computational creativity research community. When would we be prepared to say, in
a suitably reflective mode, that we, as a community, are being “creative”?
These are issues of political importance – and surely not just in Luxembourg. On the

one hand, there is the question of making systems that realise Turing’s vision and that
are “worth attention to the same sort of extent as the output of a human mind.” Will we
be prepared to call these systems people? And on the other, there is the question of
the contribution of our field to the betterment of the community that we know, for now,
as mankind. It is my contention that we should be brave enough to evaluate our work
according to standards like these:

If it does not turn out better, nobler, truer, men and women, – if it does not add
to the world’s stock of valuable souls, – if it does not give us a sounder,
healthier, more reliable product from this great factory of men – I will have
none of it. I shall not try to test your logic, but weigh your results–and that test
is the measure of the stature of the fullness of a man.5

1 NPC stands for Non-Player Character.↩
2 “A metalogue is a conversation about some problematic subject. This
conversation should be such that not only do the participants discuss the
problem but the structure of the conversation as a whole is also relevant to the
same subject.”↩

3 CGOS  A Go Server Just for Computers ↩
4 Mitu KhandakerKokoris, quoted at Wired UK ↩
5 Anna Julia Cooper, “A Voice from the South” (p. 283).↩
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The documentary video lasts 7.5 minutes, and was produced by Laura
Bushell, who has interviewed a number of artists, including Grayson Perry
and Jenny Saville, and produced a number of documentaries related to art
practice. For the video, Laura interviewed the following people:
Ian Gouldstone (curator)
Tony Veale (PROSECCO co-ordinator)
Simon Colton (Contact forum organiser)
Gibson/Martelli (artists)
Ed Key (artist)
The documentary offers views on Computational Creativity, from both artists
and scientists, and provides an introduction to the issues being raised by
cutting edge Artificial Intelligence techniques being used in art production.
Overleaf are some stills from the video, which can be viewed at:
ccg.doc.gold.ac.uk/exhibitions/you_me_it

